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Angelfish eggs for sale
About Breeding Angelfish At one time or another almost all tropical fish hobbyist makes an angelfish breeding effort. It is easy to understand why, since angel fish is one of our most beautiful tropical fish, it is relatively easy to take care of, create a great program, have many varieties and even take a good
price at pet stores. With this much going for it, it's no wonder angel fish attracts a lot of angel fish breeders will be. These aquarists hope to have a good experience in their efforts to raise and breed angel fish or they may face constant frustration until they finally give up and go on something else. We hope
that after reading this, you can also experience the joys of raising and breeding individual angels. Once you get the procedure down, you will be able to raise at least 90% of the laid eggs, into the sellable juvenile. Remember that this procedure will vary, depending on your circumstances. Some people
simply cope with worse conditions and more care has gone into laying eggs to raise it. Angelfish Water Requirements Angelfish is endemic to the Amazon Basin. In nature, they are found in soft water, the very warmest acid of the year, usually about 80 ° F. Do not worry if you can not fit these conditions in
your aquarium. Domestic angel fish, most of which are generations removed from wild stocks, are a very adaptable animal. We have experienced little or no problem raising angel fish in the water between 4.7 and 8.7 pH, and from very soft all the way up to very hard water. If your water does not naturally
fall into this range and is extremely hard or alkaline, the use of deionizing filters or reverse osmosis filters (R.O.) can put it into an acceptable range for you. R.O. filters are often hooked up to your main water supply and produce the equivalent of distilled water from taps. The cost of a unit can range from
less than a hundred dollars to more than $5000, depending on the size and quality of the filter required. Another means of changing the pH is with chemicals obtained easily. This is a method that we prefer to stay away from, because with the chemical method, pH is prone to radical jumping if the water is
not properly cushioned. Keep in mind that it can be very time consuming to buffer water, change the pH, or adjust the hardness of your water supply. If it is unstable after the change, the changes in pH are more stressful, than simply keeping the angel fish in less water than ideal. As we have said before,
most angel fish breeds will do well in a variety of waters, so avoid changing the water if you can. If you have very hard water and a female angel fish with good conditions that will not or seem to can lay eggs, a small test may be necessary. To facilitate reproduction with these difficult females, you may
have to use more water from reverse osmosis or de-ionizer. This problem is very rare for us and usually occurs only when dealing with angel fish that have a large amount of wild blood in it. If you have very poor water parameters or other contaminants in your water, then this additional step may be
necessary. Before taking any extreme steps, you should try a kind of quality water conditioner. This product not only removes chlorine and balances the osmosis processes, but it's associated with heavy metals which can be a major problem in many water supplies. Your aquarium water temperature
should probably be between 80°&amp;84°F. We've got angelfish laying eggs in the upper 60s as well as in the lower 90s, but we feel extremes should be avoided. Low temperatures often mean indicuous egg laying and a tendency to be more susceptible to disease. High temperatures reduce the water's
ability to carry oxygen, encourage bacteria to grow and soon age angel fish. Angelfish Tank Set-Up When setting up an aquarium to house your angelfish pair, remember that this is one fish where a tall aquarium must be considered for reasons other than aesthetics. It is not uncommon for proper care for
angelfish facial veils to reach 12 or more from the top of the back to the head of the fin. If a pair of esterative angel fish are cramped, they may not feel safe. So make sure you give them a lot of room. We recommend a 20-gallon high as the smallest aquarium to house a pair. Angel fish need to feel safe to
do well and to give birth freely. Their natural environment is one of the slow-moving countries that has many refuges such as roots and tall trees. Although, gravel is not recommended in establishing livestock, potted plants and/or cured wumes as well. If angel fish lay eggs on trees or ramwood, remove
these items until they appear on the desired environment - breeding slate, plastic leaves, etc. After pairs of angel fish have had one or two lay eggs on an egg-laying slab, they will usually continue to use slate, even after you put the plants back. Many pairs of angel fish will need nothing special done for
their aquarium, but others will not lay eggs unless careful thought is given to setting up the aquarium. With bare bottom aquarium sometimes helps paint the outer bottom of the tank a dark matte color. This cuts down on reflection and often makes a pair of angel fish feel more comfortable. You may have
to do this with a few parties also. With some pairs, you may have to try covering the entire aquarium, try a larger aquarium, or maybe turn off a light that will work. Some pairs of angel fish may require a dither fish to distract them or make them more daring. It's important to experiment. Angel fish can not
process high concentrations of rit and ammonia. A good filtration system will help get rid of these toxins. To Set up the nitrogen cycle, you should start with an active filter, or you should add a quality cycling aid. We find it simple Sponge filter is the most cost effective. They also do not cause much
turbulence, good when dealing with angel fish. One or two large sponge filters will handle most aquariums. We like large square sponge filters with weighted slate bottoms. Fry can't be trapped under them and they are easy to move around when siphoning. Partiate matter will be eliminated primarily by the
large and frequent water changes that you are making. It is best not to rely on filters to remove partied matter because you do not actually remove it with a filter, just store it all in one place. Alternate cleaning (washing) of either sponge filter (every few weeks) will keep water crystals clear. Remember to
wash the sponge filter in the aquarium sewage. Chlorine in most running water can kill the beneficial bacteria filter the sponge contains. Other filters that we have successfully included, undergravel filters, liquid bed filters and external power filters. Changing water regularly, partly will eliminate excess
dissolved organic matter and other toxins will accumulate without them. Water changes must be made in large quantities if you want to succeed in breeding individual angels. Angels seem to thrive with 40% or larger water changes made as often as possible, even daily. You probably won't have much
success with angel fish farming if you can't change at least 30% once a week. Angelfish fish farming is a typical cichlid. The general rule is a wide range of quality foods at least a few times a day. They are voracious feeders and should always act that way. If they don't, suspect that something may not be

right. This is one of the most difficult parts of properly raising angel fish, because as stated earlier, they are sensitive to poor water quality and what is the fastest way to feed bad water? That's right... on food for them! Now, because you want big powerful angel fish, you will often risk overeing to make sure
they are getting the full amount. This makes it necessary that you check and remove any uneaten food about 3-5 minutes after feeding. You can see now why we recommend a bare-bottomed aquarium. Angelfish are usually not picky. Healthy angel fish will accept most foods when hungry enough and
eventually learn to love them. Do not feed angel fish for a day or two before introducing a new food. This is usually enough to get them to eat it with enthusiasm. Angelfish-like stock acquisitions Basically have two ways, each with a few variations, to get a pair. First, you can buy a proven pair or a known
male and female, with which you can pair. The second approach would be to buy a dozen or so juvenile angel fish and lift them size arising in a large aquarium. If you take the first approach, be careful. If buying a pair of angel fish, ask the age of the fish, how many times they have been born and if have
been raised from that pair. With this approach is prepared to spend more money. Also expect to make it back very quickly. If you are careful with your selection, pleasant results can occur quickly. Remember, laying your first eggs will probably pay for the pair and still leave you with a healthy profit. The
downside is that if the fish doesn't produce good frying, or enough frying, you don't have other angel fish pairs to choose from, as you would do if you grew up adults from a dozen juveniles. Even so, all is not lost, you can try to cross the pair with other adults to see what changes another mate can make.
If you decide to separately buy adult male and female angel fish, make sure that their sex has been proven through reproduction. No matter what anyone can try to tell you, there is no absolute method to sexually fish young adult angels actively by anatomy (unless the reproduction tube is lowered or when
an experienced person has examined the reproduction tube with a magnifying glass). Even if they can be sexually intercourse, not all male and female angel fish are compatible. Some older angel fish will have clear sexual characteristics but you don't want older angel fish. You don't really know for sure
how old the angel fish is you're getting, and it could be past the egg-laying age, or greatly slowing down. If you have more time than money then it is best to take 10-12 juvenile angel fish to feed and pair. This will require a smaller initial investment in stock, give you the ability of several pairs of angel fish
and allow you more freedom to try and match the characteristicss you want to preserve (you can choose the best ones). Getting that first Angelfish Spawn If you buy a pair of angel fish that have proven it doesn't mean they will lay eggs right away. Trips to their new homes may have thrown them out of
their cycle. They may undergo a few weeks of adjustment. Try to make them feel safe, house them in a quiet location and it is best to put their aquarium on a high stand or rack. The movement of your head to follow is not as fast as the speed of your feet walking. And you should not put them with other
fish, especially other angel fish. They often appear much easier when they are alone. Breeding most decorative angel fish strains is not considered particularly difficult, but even the easiest fish can bring you poor results if they are not kept in good condition. This usually means good water conditions and a
steady supply of high quality food. A sign of a poorly conditioned angel fish is one that eats very little, or is clear and no vitality. These angelic fish can be introduced into a state of reproduction. It just needs patience and good care. Give them some time and they will usually reward you. If you choose to
get a dozen or so angelfish juveniles, and you take great care of them, you can expect to see pairs start to form around six to come months of age. Some weaker strains such as double-dose black angelfish or strains with more wild blood in them may take longer. All of them should be placed in the same
large aquarium. A dozen should have at least a 70-gallon aquarium, and at best an even bigger one. Eventually, you'll notice a few fish staying together and driving out of all the other angelfish. When you see a pair of actions like this for a day or two (just to make sure) then remove them into a wellestablished edied aquarium first. You can get an immediate egg laying or it can take a few more weeks of heavy feeding and good care. If nothing happens, there are a few techniques that can bring that first angel fish to lay eggs. You can raise the temperature a few degrees, do a huge water change
(75% or more) with a little cooler water, try to provide more security fish with more trees, or even try a larger aquarium or a new location. Another key may be very heavy feeding for several days with a good food such as high-quality freeze-dried food. Raw food can work, but great care must be taken
when feeding them. Sometimes the spectacle of another angel fish will do the trick. It can even be in an adjacent tank. If these procedures don't work, then it's time to try adding reverse osmosis water or deionizing water. If everything fails, try pairing them with different angel fish or putting them back into
a large group of angelfish in a large aquarium and let them pair-off again. If you put them back into large aquariums, be sure to see them for the first day or so. Some wars will often happen when they re-establish territory for themselves. Any damage at this time is usually not serious if the aquarium is
large enough and there are enough hiding places. Valuable, young adult fairyfish are worth the effort needed to keep an eye open for trouble. If an angel fish out of pairs is simply too aggressive, you will have to separate them by placing a divider into their aquarium. To do this, get some egg barrel
material that is often used to diffuse light on fluorescent fixtures. Cut it so it will split the aquarium in half. This material has holes in it that allow angel fish to see each other. Each angel fish should be provided with suitable conditions for reproduction i.e., good food, high temperatures, reproduction slate,
frequent large water changes, etc. When both angel fish act as if they really want to get to the other side, or when their reproduction tube falls, then you can move the egg barrel a little to allow a crack for the angel fish to swim through. If this does not work, you should try the same procedure with a larger
tank. Introducing one of the few Pole into the first new tank. Successful angel fish farming sometimes requires a bit of experimentation. Angelfish will lay eggs on almost anything. It is important to give them something that they will usually on most other surfaces and to be sure it is something convenient
and easy to remove when hatching artificially. Anything that is very porous can contain harmful bacteria or fungi. If it is translucent, or the wrong color (usually a brighter color), the egg can be difficult to see. Eggs will not stick well on some materials. Fish must lay eggs on one side and you must be able to
flip it up so that a stream of air bubbles can flow near the egg while they turn upside down. If you do not have eggs upside down when hatching, it is more difficult to get a good outflow of water on the egg. The rate of hatching seems a little lower if the egg is directed up. This full flow is important to keep
the eggs from dying. We use 2 x 10 edied egg slate made specifically for the purpose of artificially hatching angel caviaancy. We put two or three in each edied aquarium to give the angel fish pair a choice of 2 esting locations. This technique almost always works to get them to pro give birth on one of the
slabs. Angel caviaancy If you want to experience watching adult angel fish feed fried fish, you can leave eggs with adults. It can take a lot of laying eggs before the pair will raise even a few frying without eating them. It seems that stress in any way can make them anxious and eat meat. However, we
found that the pair's good feeding/conditioning along with a proper aquarium setting, often helps to get our angel fish pair to feed the parents. Sometimes the addition of reverse osmosis water will cause them to lay their own eggs. We also care to feed our best food during regular intervals to condition our
pairs, and we continue this right on through the hatching and breeding period. Remember that some pairs of angel fish will not eat well, when protecting an egg-laying. Be careful not to overfeed them. It also helps to put them in an aquarium, which is away from traffic and sudden movement. Water quality
must be maintained as normal. Water changes can be made in such a way that angel fish are accustomed to. With patience, the couple will often cooperate. However, as in most cases nothing in life is a certainty and you can rest assured that some pairs of angel fish will never feed their own fried fish. But
don't let this bother you. You can hatch very successfully and feed artificial fried fish. To hatch artificial angel caviaancy is quite easy and can be done in different ways, but there are two important components. One is boiling and the other is very clean water. Some breeders use fungicides. Others keep
them in the dark. Some do both. Many put angel caviaancy in a small tank or jar. Some put them into a large tank. There are many ways used by different breeders. I'll like our method, works very well for us. After the egg is laid, a jar of a gallon is prepared by thorough cleaning it (no soap!). It is then filled
quarter of the way up with 100% fresh water. This is done about 24 hours before the expected laying of eggs. Just before moving the slate, we add a fungicide. We often use Methylene Blue and have had good success with it. Add enough drops to make the water medium blue. To this, you can add two
drops of Acriflavin, per gallon or you can use Acriflavin by itself at 4-5 drops per gallon.. Then an airstone is placed at the bottom with an average line of bubbles coming out. The reproduction slate is then removed from the aquarium and immediately placed in a jar so that the eggs are directed towards the
bottom of the jar. Then place the airstone so that the bubbles rise near the egg. Angel fish eggs will hatch for about 60 hours at 80°F. Fried fish will then be in the swaying phase for about 5 more days after they hatch. Do not feed angel fish until after this period when they swim freely. At this point, we
want to dispel some of the mistakes often heard among angel fish breeders. Many experts say that never allow angel caviaancy to come into contact with air. When transferring eggs from egg-laying tanks to hatching containers, you are obliged to keep them cherished. However, we do not submerse our
angel caviaancy upon transfer and do not experience more than a few percent mortality. Just move the egg slate to a prepared jar, without stopping to admire them for too long. Keep the hatching vessel at about 78°-82°F. If the room in which the hatcher is located, is not heated to this temperature, you
can place the tank(s) in the aquarium with a fireplace in it. We also saw a wooden box with a low power light mounted in it, which worked pretty well. Many experts also say to keep angel caviaancy dark, to cover them with towels, or to use very heavy doses of Methylene Blue. We never made an effort to
darken our angelfish bloom jars (which sit directly under bright lights) and you already know our bloom rate. Light may be a factor in less than ideal conditions, but if everything is kept clean, light will probably have little effect. Sometimes, you will hear that you should never let air bubbles flow directly on
angel caviaancy, but to set it aside. I guessed it. We usually place the airstone so that the bubbles flow right on the center of the egg laying. The distribution of any dead eggs always appears to be random. We have never observed higher concentrations of dead eggs in the area where the bubble passes.
And finally, we have heard many times that you should try your best to keep fried fish on the arising slate until they swim freely. Those who fall to the bottom are believed to be those who end up with deformities. I'm sure you've now guessed that all Our sheep end up at the bottom. In fact, we put them
purposely. As soon as they we shake them out of the arising slate, so we can remove any infertility eggs trapped into the slate. Then we take a few minutes to remove any dead eggs from the bottom of the hatched jar with a drop tube. We leave the airstone effervescent from the bottom of the vase.
Depending on your water, this may be all you have to do until fried fish become free swimmers, at which point you should transfer them to a farming aquarium. Sometimes, if a jar looks a little cloudy or has a larger number of dead eggs than usual, you will have to change the water on it. We have
discovered that if you have fried angel fish with curved or fat belly fins, bacteria are attacking them in hatch containers, or within the first week after swimming freely in the aquarium. To overcome this, you may need to add an antibiotic to the next hatch and/or make huge water changes (95%) every day on
the hatch container. If you think you have done everything correctly and you still can't get your angel caviaancy to hatch, or a very small percentage are hatched, then the following may apply. Pairs of angel fish may have fertility problems. Changing either folder can help. In addition, we often see young
male angelfish that do not yet have a fully developed fertility instinct that they properly track a female onto the arising slate. Most of the time as they grow up, they do a better job. Another problem can occur if your water is too hard. In very hard water eggs may not harden. Angel caviar often hardens as it
takes up water through osmosis from the surrounding tank water. The harder the tank water, the lower the osmosis pressure, so less water flows into the egg and if it does not harden properly, it dies. You can reduce hardness with an R.O. filter or an deionization filter. If your pH is very high, you may swell
and then die before swimming freely. If so, bacteria are probably your problem and you may have to resort to big water changes. I know some angel fish breeders have to do 95% twice a day to fight bacteria. Juvenile angel fish farming When angel fish are seen swimming in a cloud, it's time to transfer
them to a farming aquarium. To do this, siphon out all the water that you can from the blooming vase without sucking up any frying. Then quickly pour the rest into the prepared aquarium. Get ready with a small container of aquarium water to wash any frying out of the hatching vessel without making it into
the original pour. The aquarium they come into, should contain 100% old fresh water with an active sponge filter. Aquariums should be about the size of the number of fried fish in laying eggs. Aquariums anywhere from a 2.5 gallon to a 10 gallon tank will be able to handle most angelfish reproduction. In
an aquarium too large, fried fish seem frightened and will gather at the bottom They will have difficulty finding food and will probably have problems. In the first week of their life, a smaller aquarium seems to give them the safe surroundings they desire. When they have grown to fill this space (maybe only a
week or two) then they are divided into growing out aquariums. Make sure they have plenty of space, and often part water changes are made. There is nothing worse than chopped dorsal fins and stunted, skinny little angel fish. If you want to know how they should look, put just a few in a tank and take
good care of them. Most of the poor adolescent angelfish we've seen come from being crowded and not having enough water to change. The following will be a very general guide to the level of angel fish stocking. Nickel body size 1 angelfish per gallon Agency size quarter 1 angelfish per 2 gallons Silver
dollar body size 1 angelfish per 3 gallon Stocks ready to be paired 1 angelfish per 5 gallon Fully grown livestock pair 20 gallons high Feeding fried angel fish is simple - freshly hatched food shrimp brine. Saltwater shrimp that have hatched for even 12 hours may be too big for some tiny angel fish to eat.
We have never had an egg laying of angelfish that cannot eat baby brine shrimp prepared properly immediately. We use Utah salted shrimp eggs, which in our opinion are the best in the world. See here for more information on salted shrimp eggs hatching. Do not give angel fish frying the original food
until they are transferred to the farmed aquarium. It is best for them to adapt to the change for at least an hour or two before feeding. They still have a part y ace bag and can go for at least a full day after a free swim before food is essential. A key to fast angel fish farming, is small, regular feeding. The
object is to keep food in their stomachs all the time. This has the ability to foul the water, so be great with care when feeding. Water changes up to 90% will also help eliminate many problems. There are some out there, touting micro-feeds that are suppose to replace baby brine shrimp living with equal or
better results for angelfish. We have tested many if not most of these and no one has lived up to their claims in our experience. We don't think they even come close. Plus, most are quite expensive. Little or no money will be saved even if they work well. After 3-4 weeks of age, we add crushed scales and
Fry Starter #2, in small quantities, to the diet of juvenile angel fish. We gradually increase the amount of dry food. After a few weeks of them eating this well, we add frozen dry foods to complete their diet. Properly cared for, juvenile angel fish can easily a body the size of a penny at 5-6 weeks of age. We
usually transfer them completely to scaly foods, freeze-dried foods and food tablets around 8-10 weeks of age. . Supplements on Breeding Angelfish You will find many other places on the AngelsPlus website that will give you additional hints on raising and raising angel fish. Check out the Breeder
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